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Screen Time/Access Control

Robust core of parental control functionalities ensures the safety and digital 

health of your family. Control the screen time of your family members by 

setting daily usage limits or defining hourly ranges in which they can access 

their devices. 


Seamlessly ensure that your loved ones’ digital encounters are positive and 

enriching by restricting or granting access to various types of content with our 

advanced content categorization system. 


Organizations also strongly benefit from these features, by being able to make 

sure that their devices are being used exactly how they’re supposed to! 
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Anti-hate

Online hate and cyberbullying is a serious, but elusive problem, which is why it 

needs to be addressed in a mindful and multi-faceted way. 


Our anti-hate feature acts as an early warning system for families, informing them 

whether family members are victims or perpetrators of these phenomena. 


Receive instant notifications when dangerous or problematic phrases are detected 

within messaging apps and search engines thanks to our state-of-the-art ML-

based language analysis system. With anti-hate, you can act proactively and 

address hate before it gets out of hand. 

Case study

Eve notices that her son is less communicative and constantly feeling down. She 

suspects that something troubling may have happened at school, but her son 

reassures her that everything is okay. Ewa wants to be sure, so she decides to use 

Anti-hate. Within 3 days, she receives notifications of 8 offensive and aggressive 

messages sent to her son on Messenger and WhatsApp. Thanks to the Anti-hate, 

Ewa not only becomes aware of the problem but can also react to it effectively and 

swiftly.
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20
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Extensive Reporting

For both your familial and organization needs, our in-depth reporting feature is 

always there to provide you a comprehensive and holistic overview of your 

organization’s or family’s digital activity. 


Historical reports and real-time data on every major feature of our cybersecurity 

and parental control platforms at your disposal anytime grant invaluable insights 

and enable you to make well-informed decisions

Case study

Chris noticed that his daughter has been using her smartphone a lot more lately. 

She claims that she needs to write an essay and that's why she spends a lot of time 

searching for information on the internet. Chris is not fully convinced so he decides 

to look into his daughter’s online activity. A few days late, he opens a report on the 

websites visited by his daughter. It turns out that most of them are indeed 

informational and educational in nature, and Chris decides to help his daughter with 

her essay preparation.
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Malware Protection & Identity 
Theft Protection

With cyberattacks and data breaches increasing in severity and frequency year 

by year, proper cybersecurity is no longer a luxury, but a necessity. Our core 

cybersecurity functionalities can be the first major step to making your 

organization impenetrable to malicious actors. 


Our cutting-edge malware protection will secure your devices against even the 

most novel cyberthreats and allow you to act as soon as danger is detected. Our 

comprehensive identity theft protection system allows you to effortlessly verify the 

integrity of organizational credentials and enables rapid data incident response.

Case study

Peter noticed that his work email has been used to open accounts on websites he 

does not usually visit. Using Identity Theft Protection, he discovers that his email 

account has breached as part of a recent large-scale data leak. With this 

information, he takes immediate action to change his passwords and enable two-

factor authentication on his email account, preventing any further damage to his 

organization. After this encounter, Peter now regularly checks his credentials for 

presence in know data breaches and takes proactive measures to ensure his digital 

security

Identity Theft Overview

E-mail address: nathan.roberts@example.com

Security Policy: Default

Status: Leaked

First test: 22.12.2022, 19:54

Last test: 23.12.2022, 03:43

Recurring test: Every 30 days

15:56 Leaked23.12.2022 View Report

20:45 Leaked22.12.2022 View Report

16:34 Leaked21.12.2022 View Report

09:35 OK20.12.2022 View Report

Date T ime S tatus

Dianne Russell Mark as Resolved

Back

Test Results
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DNS-Layer security

Ensure the ultimate safety of your organization by adding an additional layer of 

protection to your system. With DNS-layer security, threats will be stopped 

before they even reach your organization’s endpoints. 


Detect and block malicious content within your network thanks to our stellar 

categorization engine. Comprehensive threat logging enables you to identify and 

shore up vulnerabilities in your network.  

Case study

Lisa is concerned about her organization’s susceptibility to various cyber threats 

since a ransomware attack that took place a few months prior. She discovers DNS-

layer security and decides to activate it as she believes it would help mitigate the 

organization’s vulnerabilities. The feature quickly detects and blocks suspicious DNS 

requests attempting to access malicious domains. The organization’s network 

security is now enchanced and normal operations can continue smoothly. 

DNS OBD_38653

Back

Overview Blocked websites Reports Settings

Blocked websites Today 7 days 30 days

15:56 http://book.example.net/aftermath#apparel27.07.2023

15:54 https://example.com/boat/activity.html?bear=babies27.07.2023

15:50 www.bbc.co.uk/news27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

13:34 http://192.168.20.218:5000/27.07.2023

Date Time URL

1 2 ... 9 10

Endpoint  Name StatusIP Address Security Pol icy

DNS Protection

Add New Endpoint

Filter by Status Security policy

DNS OBD_38653 123.152.99.118 Default ViewActive

DNS s_40110 62.26.134.247 HR ViewInactive

DNS rmt_38186 120.4.199.254 Sales ViewActive

DNS rfry_SmartTrack 186.186.166.98 Default ViewInactive

DNS GPSPE-905 180.140.172.216 Marketing ViewInactive

Endpoints Reports

Endpoints
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Intuitive and Streamlined Design

Whether you’re a concerned parent, a school administrator, or a member of 

your organization’s cybersecurity team, we believe everyone should be able to 

ensure their digital safety without trouble or unnecessary hassle. 


That’s why your comfort and ease-of-use is always on our minds when developing 

our solutions. Between centralized management dashboards and intuitive mobile 

applications, our team is on a constant, data-driven journey to craft the best 

possible user experience. 
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Colors

Neutral

Neutral/White

#ffffff

rgb(255,255,255)

Neutral/Black

#000000

rgb(0,0,0)

Grayscale

Grayscale/00

#0e0919

rgb(14,9,25)

Grayscale/10

#262230

rgb(38,34,48)

Grayscale/20

#3e3a47

rgb(62,58,71)

Grayscale/30

#56535e

rgb(86,83,94)

Grayscale/40

#6e6b75

rgb(110,107,117)

Grayscale/50

#86848d

rgb(134,132,141)

Grayscale/60

#9f9ca3

rgb(159,156,163)

Grayscale/70

#b7b5ba

rgb(183,181,186)

Grayscale/80

#cfced1

rgb(207,206,209)

Grayscale/90

#e7e6e8

rgb(231,230,232)

Grayscale/100

#f7f7f8

rgb(247,247,248)

Primary

Primary/00

#0f081a

rgb(15,8,26)

Primary/10

#1e0f34

rgb(30,15,52)

Primary/20

#2d174f

rgb(45,23,79)

Primary/30

#3c1e69

rgb(60,30,105)

Primary/40

#4b2683

rgb(75,38,131)

Primary/50

#6f519c

rgb(111,81,156)

Primary/60

#937db5

rgb(147,125,181)

Primary/70

#b7a8cd

rgb(183,168,205)

Primary/80

#dbd4e6

rgb(219,212,230)

Primary/90

#ede9f3

rgb(237,233,243)

Primary/100

#f7f5fa

rgb(247,245,250)

Error

Semantic/Error/00

#601b1b

rgb(96,27,27)

Semantic/Error/10

#7c2323

rgb(124,35,35)

Semantic/Error/20

#a32e2e

rgb(163,46,46)

Semantic/Error/30

#cd3636

rgb(205,54,54)

Semantic/Error/40

#f34141

rgb(243,65,65)

Semantic/Error/50

#f37373

rgb(243,115,115)

Semantic/Error/60

#f7a1a1

rgb(247,161,161)

Semantic/Error/70

#fac7c7

rgb(250,199,199)

Semantic/Error/80

#fde9e9

rgb(253,233,233)

Semantic/Error/90

#fef2f2

rgb(254,242,242)

Semantic/Error/100

#fffbfa

rgb(255,251,250)

Warning

Semantic/Warning/00

#78310b

rgb(120,49,11)

Semantic/Warning/10

#8b4400

rgb(139,68,0)

Semantic/Warning/20

#a35c00

rgb(163,92,0)

Semantic/Warning/30

#c8811a

rgb(200,129,26)

Semantic/Warning/40

#e9a23b

rgb(233,162,59)

Semantic/Warning/50

#fbbc55

rgb(251,188,85)

Semantic/Warning/60

#ffd16a

rgb(255,209,106)

Semantic/Warning/70

#fde57e

rgb(253,229,126)

Semantic/Warning/80

#fbf2cb

rgb(251,242,203)

Semantic/Warning/90

#fefaf5

rgb(254,250,245)

Semantic/Warning/100

#fffcf5

rgb(255,252,245)

Success

Semantic/Success/00

#1e4d3a

rgb(30,77,58)

Semantic/Success/10

#255e46

rgb(37,94,70)

Semantic/Success/20

#2f7657

rgb(47,118,87)

Semantic/Success/30

#2f9461

rgb(47,148,97)

Semantic/Success/40

#53b483

rgb(83,180,131)

Semantic/Success/50

#6ad09d

rgb(106,208,157)

Semantic/Success/60

#8ee4ba

rgb(142,228,186)

Semantic/Success/70

#b8f1d2

rgb(184,241,210)

Semantic/Success/80

#d9f9e6

rgb(217,249,230)

Semantic/Success/90

#effdf6

rgb(239,253,246)

Semantic/Success/100

#f6fef9

rgb(246,254,249)
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